Detection of major genes underlying several quantitative traits associated with a common disease using different ascertainment schemes.
Using the Problem 2A data sets of GAW10, we assessed the power of four ascertainment schemes to localize major genes underlying a disease trait; the schemes were based on disease or quantitative trait status of nuclear families. MAPMAKER/SIBS was used to perform sib-pair analysis for all four data sets using marker data from three chromosomes, 4, 5 and 8. Each scheme varied in power to identify major genes underlying the quantitative traits depending on the genetic architecture of the data set. Three different methods, Haseman-Elston quantitative trait locus (QTL) regression analysis, maximum likelihood variance estimation and a non-parametric method, were used to assess the strength of linkage in all four data sets. False positive mappings localizing to the same region of the genome, verifiable across all three methods did not occur. Two major genes, MG1 and MG2, were successfully assigned to chromosomes 5 and 8, respectively, by at least one of the ascertainment schemes. MG1 was localized under two schemes, selection of families with exactly two affected sibs and selection of families with two sibs who had extremely discordant values for Q1. Additional weak evidence of the location of MG1 was also obtained under the other two ascertainment schemes. MG2 could not be detected by analyzing data sets ascertained either by affected sib pairs or by sib pairs with extremely discordant values for Q1. In the data set ascertained by a third strategy, selection of families with sib pairs extremely discordant for Q2, MG2 could be mapped to chromosome 8. A random ascertainment scheme yielded a data set in which we could find weak evidence for MG1 and no evidence for MG2. Thus our ability to detect major genes underlying the QTL depended on several factors which included the ascertainment scheme, the population allele frequencies, linkage and epistasis.